Here in Dacca we are mute and horrified witnesses to a reign of terror by the Pak military. Evidence continues to mount that the MLA authorities have a list of Awami League supporters whom they are systematically eliminating by seeking them out in their homes and shooting them down.

Among those marked for extinction in addition to a L# hierarchy, are student leaders and university faculty. In this second category we have: Reports that Fazlur Rahman, head of applied physics department, Professor Dev, head of philosophy department and a Hindu, M# Abedin, head of department of history, have been killed. Razzak of political science department is rumored dead. Also on list are bulk of MNA's elected and number of MPA's.

Moreover, with support of Pak military, non-Bengali Muslims are systematically attacking poor people's quarters and murdering Bengalis and Hindus in streets.
OF DACCA ARE AFLOOD WITH HINDUS AND OTHERS SEEKING TO GET OUT OF DACCA. MANY BENGALIS HAVE SOUGHT REFUGE IN HOMES OF AMERICANS MOST OF WHOM ARE EXTENDING SHELTER.

4. TIGHTENING OF CURFEW TODAY (IT IS BEING REIMPOSED AT NOON) SEEMS DESIGNED TO FACILITATE PAK MILITARY SEARCH AND DESTROY OPERATIONS. THERE IS NO RPT NO RESISTANCE BEING OFFERED IN DACCA TO MILITARY.

5. FULL HORROR OF PAK MILITARY ATROCITIES WILL COME TO LIGHT SOONER OR LATER. I THEREFORE QUESTION CONTINUED ADVISABILITY OF PRESENT USG POSTURE OF PRE-TENDING TO BELIEVE GOP FALSE ASSERTIONS AND DENYING FOR UNDERSTOOD REASONS THAT THIS OFFICE IS COMMUNICATING DETAIL ACCOUNT OF EVENTS IN EAST PAKISTAN. WE SHOULD BE EXPRESSING OUR SHOCK AT LEAST PRIVATELY TO GOP. AT THIS WAVE OF TERROR DIRECTED AGAINST THEIR OWN COUNTRYMEN BY PAK MILITARY. I OF COURSE WOULD HAVE TO BE IDENTIFIED AS SOURCE OF INFORMATION AND PRE-SUMABLY GOP WOULD ASK ME TO LEAVE. I DO NOT BELIEVE SAFETY OF AMERICAN COMMUNITY WOULD BE THREATENED AS A CONSEQUENCE BUT OUR COMMUNICATION CAPABILITY WOULD BE COMPROMISED.
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